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Abstract: Uterine artery embolization (UAE) is a minimally invasive procedure with large symptomatic potential in treatment of women with uterine leiomyomas. Due to specificities of this method and possible complications the appropriate indication is crucial. Patient’s symptoms, age, plans for pregnancy, and surgical and reproductive history play a major role in decision-making regarding appropriate subjects for UAE. Close cooperation between the gynecologist and the interventional radiologist is necessary. UAE is usually offered as an alternative to surgical treatment. In patients with no fertility plans, it is a less invasive option than abdominal hysterectomy, with a comparable effect on fibroid-related symptoms and quality of life. The need for reintervention is markedly greater in patients after UAE (up to 35% within 5 years) than after hysterectomy. Women with large symptomatic fibroids wishing to retain the uterus and ineligible for minimally invasive (laparoscopic or vaginal) hysterectomy are good candidates for UAE. However, studies comparing UAE with minimally invasive hysterectomy are lacking. Use of UAE in younger women desiring pregnancy is more controversial, mainly because of the significant risk of miscarriage (as high as 64% in some studies) as well as the increased risk of other complications of pregnancy, such as preterm delivery, abnormal placenta tion, and post-partum hemorrhage. The risk of infertility or subfertility following UAE is unknown. Even poor candidates for myomectomy should be carefully selected for UAE after counseling about all possible adverse effects on fertility. Good prospective studies focused on fertility comparing UAE with no treatment or with myomectomy are needed but would be ethically questionable. This review summarizes the current knowledge regarding the benefits and potential risks of UAE from the point of view of the gynecologist, who should be responsible for proper indication of this treatment.
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Introduction

Uterine artery embolization (UAE) is a radiologic catheterization procedure traditionally used for intractable oncologic or obstetric uterine bleeding, and was first described as a potential treatment for uterine fibroids in 1995. Since then, and in spite of skepticism and resistance on the part of many gynecologists, UAE has become more or less established in the spectrum of uterus-sparing treatments for uterine leiomyoma throughout the world, especially in developed countries.

Premenopausal women aged 35–50 years with symptomatic uterine fibroids are the most likely candidates for UAE. However, there are still unanswered questions and controversies regarding UAE and these problems do not arise only from the different viewing angle and rivalry between gynecologists and interventional radiologists.
In view of its mechanism of action, UAE cannot be regarded as a symptomatic treatment for fibroids, in contrast with the majority of medical treatments, including intrauterine systems containing levonorgestrel. Therefore, UAE should be compared primarily with surgical (or other radiologic) interventions like myomectomy in women wishing to preserve their fertility or hysterectomy in women without plans for pregnancy, and in women with a very poor reproductive prognosis as a result of their age. Much has been reported and published about UAE in the last 20 years. From the authors’ point of view as gynecologists and specialists in reproductive medicine and minimally invasive surgery, selection of patients for UAE is crucial.

Appropriately selected women usually report a high level of satisfaction and significant improvement in their quality of life following UAE, even in long-term follow-up. As with surgical intervention, the question of appropriate selection and a rational treatment strategy is probably more important than the technical details of the procedure itself. Alternative treatments for uterine myoma should always be considered, particularly in a patient with future plans for pregnancy.

On account of many epidemiologic and socioeconomic reasons, the aspect of fertility is getting to be more and more actual and pressing.

**UAE in women with no plans for pregnancy**

At first glance, the relationship between UAE and fertility in women with no future plans for pregnancy seems straightforward; however, if we look more closely and consider some important details, UAE may become more complicated. The results of the studies published so far are likely to have been misinterpreted for two reasons.

First, many papers have compared UAE with abdominal (ie, open) or other types of hysterectomy that are far more invasive and associated with more morbidly, a longer hospital stay, and longer recovery time than vaginal, laparoscopic-vaginal, or total laparoscopic hysterectomy. Nevertheless, these minimally invasive approaches to hysterectomy have become the preferred surgical alternatives for the treatment of uterine fibroids in the last decade. Second, the main outcomes of the studies performed in older women, ie, symptoms of pain or pressure, but excluding fertility, even with utilization of very sophisticated and standardized questionnaires, could be influenced by patient subjectivity. Third, the indications for reintervention (mostly hysterectomy) are often vague and affected by the attitudes of the attending gynecologist, which could lead to significant distortion of study results. Gynecologists sometimes do not understand that the main goal of UAE is to ameliorate the patient’s menorrhagic and other symptoms and not to remove fibroids. They also tend to prefer more “gynecologic” methods of treatment and to compete with radiologists, especially if UAE is sought by the patient herself as alternative to the treatment recommended by the gynecologist.

The main advantage of UAE, in comparison with hysterectomy, is avoidance of surgical complications (perioperative bleeding, postoperative pelvic hematoma or infection, vaginal cuff dehiscence, bladder, ureter or bowel injury, neuropathy) and need for general anesthesia. Therefore, it is appropriate to select patients for UAE who are poor candidates for surgery (or for minimally invasive hysterectomy) and in whom the risk of complications could be expected to be increased, eg, those with significant obesity, a history of repeated surgical interventions to the lower abdomen, nulliparity, a history of only cesarean section delivery, and serious internal morbidity (but able to undergo an intra-arterial catheter procedure).

The less invasive nature of UAE when compared with surgery seems to be relative and largely influenced by the approach chosen for hysterectomy. Nevertheless, despite the lack of controlled trials comparing UAE with conventional surgery and the limited extended outcome data, use of UAE has become widespread because of its limited invasiveness and short-term morbidity when compared with most of the surgical options. This corresponds more or less to our 15 years of experience with the procedure. However, at the same time, we have noted high consumption of opioids and other analgesics in many patients in the first 2 days following UAE, comparable with analgesic consumption in women after an extensive open radical oncogynecologic procedure and usually higher than after laparoscopic myomectomy or hysterectomy.

Also lacking in the literature are comparisons of the invasiveness and other parameters of UAE with minimally invasive procedures like vaginal hysterectomy, laparoscopic-vaginal hysterectomy, or total laparoscopic hysterectomy.

Van der Kooij et al identified four randomized trials comparing UAE with surgical interventions, and meta-analysis of the 515 patients in these trials showed that UAE was associated with less blood loss, a shorter hospital stay, and more rapid return to work than surgery. One of these four studies compared UAE with myomectomy (33% performed by laparotomy) and the remaining three studies compared UAE with hysterectomy, performed through an abdominal incision in the vast majority of cases (91%).
Some patients, especially those with solitary leiomyoma, could benefit from post-UAE transcervical fibroid expulsion (Figure 1). Although this rare event (occurring in 5%–10% of patients after UAE) is usually associated with fever and cramping pain and needs to be supported with antibiotics and a short transvaginal surgical procedure under general anesthesia, it could be counted among the potential advantages of UAE because even a large tumor can be removed completely without the need for transabdominal intervention. Recently, we have recorded a successful pregnancy and full-term delivery 5 years following such post-UAE expulsion in one of our patients.

Another positive advantage of using UAE in the treatment of uterine fibroids is its reliability in decreasing fibroid-related symptoms. Two large multicenter cohort studies have confirmed that the majority of patients experience a significant reduction in symptoms and a return to normal quality of life within the 6 months following UAE, and that these results are durable for 3–5 years. A persisting symptomatic effect is crucial in the evaluation of the therapy of fibroids because only women with significant fibroid-related symptoms (or with the recurrence of symptoms) should undergo hysterectomy; at least in cases with fibroids confirmed by imaging.

On the other hand, there are disadvantages associated with UAE. Many studies, including the abovementioned meta-analysis comparing UAE with surgery, reported a higher rate of reintervention after UAE than after hysterectomy, especially in long-term follow-up. It is quite predictable that radical removal of the uterus is the only definitive treatment for uterine fibroids. Therefore, candidates for UAE should be adequately counseled about the increased risk (25%–35% within 5 years after UAE) of subsequent reintervention, ie, re-embolization, myomectomy, or most likely, hysterectomy. This risk is obviously more significant in younger women who have more years remaining before menopause.

A Cochrane review in 2012 concluded that UAE was associated with a higher rate of minor post-procedural complications, such as vaginal discharge, post puncture groin hematoma, and post-embolization syndrome (pain, fever, nausea, vomiting), as well as more unscheduled visits and higher readmission rates after discharge when compared with hysterectomy. Serious inflammatory complications or sepsis subsequent to UAE seem to be uncommon. A more recent study showed that younger patients treated with UAE had a significantly higher rate of incomplete fibroid infarction and treatment failure than older women, and another study reported a higher incidence of formation of new fibroids after myomectomy than after UAE. It has also been documented that complete fibroid infarction does not translate into total freedom from a subsequent reintervention.

The absence of histopathologic confirmation is another limitation of UAE in contrast to myomectomy or hysterectomy despite the fact that malignant transformation of leiomyomas probably does not exist. Although the incidence of uterine sarcomas and smooth muscle tumors with uncertain malignant potential is very low, they cannot be completely ignored, and several cases of undiagnosed uterine malignancy treated with UAE have already been described. The problem is that exclusion of a malignant or atypical tumor of uterine muscle origin, especially in patients with multiple fibroids, is very difficult and not always reliable, even using Doppler ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Since the introduction of UAE as a treatment for uterine fibroids, there have been case reports of subsequent amenorrhea and elevated serum levels of follicle-stimulating hormone as markers of premature ovarian failure. Existence of collaterals between the uterine artery and the vasculature of the ovaries seems to be the mechanism for this complication. Although the incidence of premature menopause increases with age, it remains quite rare (even in women older than 45 years) and naturally not as grave as in patients desiring pregnancy. Cessation of menstruation is often willingly accepted by women who have suffered as a result of bleeding for months or years, and the other consequences of menopause could be treated with hormonal replacement therapy.

UAE has gained rapid acceptance, primarily because it preserves the uterus, which is psychologically important for
a lot of women, and often well past their reproductive plans. The literature refers to a need to preserve women’s psychosocial integrity and the role of hysterectomy in worsening anxiety and depression in previously affected women.48 Despite all medical risks and recommendations and the lack of plausible data about long-term sexual and urologic consequences of hysterectomy, some perimenopausal women tend to preserve the uterus.

In the last two decades, alternative treatments for uterine fibroids and fibroid-related menorrhagia have been introduced, including hysteroscopic endometrial ablation, laparoscopic uterine artery occlusion, MRI-guided focused ultrasound, and selective modulators of progesterone receptors, all of which have very different mechanisms of action.49–52 Only MRI-guided focused ultrasound seems to be targeted to fibroids in a manner similar to that of UAE, whereas the other therapies are more or less focused on bleeding. Despite the encouraging results of many trials addressing safety, low invasiveness, and the symptomatic effects of this new thermoablative therapy, retrospective comparisons show significantly greater reduction of symptom severity and improvement in total health-related quality of life scores in patients treated with UAE, resulting in a significantly lower reintervention rate when compared with patients undergoing MRI-guided focused ultrasound.53,54 However, there are no prospective randomized trials comparing MRI-guided focused ultrasound with other minimally invasive treatments for uterine myomas, such as UAE, laparoscopic hysterectomy, or myomectomy.

**UAE in women desiring pregnancy**

The concept of UAE as a method for fibroid shrinkage in young nulliparous women or even as a treatment of fibroid-related subfertility was very attractive 10–15 years ago. Like later articles about pregnancies following MRI-guided focused ultrasound, a couple of papers describing gestation and labor after UAE started to appear at the beginning of this century.55–58 Despite some encouraging results, these papers were only case reports or case series lacking a control group or prospective design. Such data cannot establish a positive role for UAE in improving pregnancy outcomes, especially in patients with fibroids, where the relationship between fibroids and infertility is often unclear and could be coincidental. Nevertheless, these papers have reported a high rate of miscarriage (27%–42%) following UAE. Except for abortion, the authors also describe third trimester and peripartum complications such as bleeding (both during pregnancy and post-partum), preterm deliveries, pre-eclampsia, and intraintraterine growth restriction, as well as a high incidence of cesarean sections.55,58

The results of a prospective multicenter trial in Ontario that included 555 patients of mean age 34 (range 27–41) years treated with UAE showed reasonably good pregnancy outcomes (only four spontaneous abortions, four preterm deliveries from 22 pregnancies, a 50% rate of vaginal delivery, and normal fetal growth), but also three cases of significant post-partum hemorrhage due to abnormal placentation, including a case of placenta accreta resulting in cesarean hysterectomy in a nulliparous woman.59 The authors of this study recommended careful monitoring of placental function in post-UAE pregnancies.

One of the more notable controlled trials compared 53 post-UAE pregnancies with 138 gestations after laparoscopic myomectomy using a multicenter but retrospective design.60 Women with fibroids treated by UAE had significantly higher rates of preterm delivery and malpresentations than did patients treated with laparoscopic myomectomy. The risk of post-partum hemorrhage and spontaneous abortion was also higher following UAE than after laparoscopic myomectomy. However, these differences were not statistically significant. The incidence of cesarean section and small for gestational age newborns was comparable between the two groups.

The only randomized controlled trial comparing reproductive results between women trying to conceive after UAE (n=26) and those desiring pregnancy after laparoscopic or open myomectomy (n=40) reported higher pregnancy and delivery rates and a markedly lower abortion rate in surgically treated women.26 Further, the incidence of first trimester post-UAE abortions (64%) was striking and cautionary. In post-UAE women, the incidence of complications in later pregnancy was much lower and comparable with the rate of pregnancy after myomectomy, and this was confirmed by a later study matching the results of UAE and laparoscopic uterine artery occlusion.61

Homer and Saridogan meta-analyzed 227 pregnancies achieved after UAE.12 Miscarriage rates were markedly higher in post-UAE pregnancies (35.2%) than in fibroid-containing pregnancies matched for age and fibroid location (16.5%). The post-UAE pregnancies were also more likely to be delivered by cesarean section and to be associated with post-partum hemorrhage. Rates of preterm delivery, fetal growth restriction, and malpresentation were similar in both groups.

Torre et al recently reported the fertility results of a prospective cohort study in which 66 patients not eligible for myomectomy were treated with UAE.13 They found that
the reproductive outcomes of UAE were very poor despite a good symptomatic effect and sparing of ovarian reserve. Only one woman (of 31 women trying to conceive during a mean follow-up of 33 months) became pregnant, but had a missed abortion at gestational week 10. We agree with the authors’ conclusion that although this finding was established in a preselected population of poor candidates for surgery, a possible adverse effect of UAE on fertility potential should be borne in mind for women of childbearing age scheduled for embolization. Which women are not candidates for a standard surgical solution, ie, myomectomy, and the mechanism of the adverse fertility outcome after UAE, remain unclear at the moment.

In the light of the increasing evidence regarding the importance of surgical skills and experience of reproductive surgeons, the improvement of technical possibilities in the field of minimally invasive surgery, and especially feasibility, safety, and good reproductive results speak for myomectomy, as a clear therapy of choice for the vast majority of fibroid patients desiring pregnancy. In the abovementioned study, only patients with myomas recurring after previous myomectomy, women with multiple fibroids resulting in a high risk of hysterectomy (based on collective expert opinion), and patients who refused surgery were embolized. But it is certainly difficult and potentially subjective to build up inclusion and exclusion criteria for such a study. Therefore, UAE should be meticulously studied in appropriately designed trials focused on post-myomectomy fertility in different groups of patients. However, in view of the aging of women still desiring pregnancy, the tendency of fibroids to recur, and the rising success rate of assisted reproduction techniques, there is a strong need to define candidates for alternative therapy in patients who are too high-risk for myomectomy.

Despite data indicating a low risk of post-UAE amenorrhea and ovarian failure in younger patients, good evidence is still lacking regarding the quality of oocytes and responsiveness to ovarian stimulation in post-UAE patients. In our study comparing myomectomy with UAE, two of five patients (all younger than 40 years) undergoing in vitro fertilization after previous UAE showed a low response to ovarian stimulation with gonadotrophins, poor development of the majority of embryos, and repeated failure to conceive. In the study reported by Torre et al, four patients desiring pregnancy became amenorrheic after UAE and another patient underwent unsuccessful in vitro fertilization treatment. In women with no plausible reason for infertility and poor chances for standard myomectomy, it would be interesting and useful to compare in vitro fertilization results of post-UAE patients with those with no treatment. Unfortunately, such a study is still lacking.

Finally, attention must be paid to the endometrial cavity in post-UAE patients. Several cases of intrauterine adhesions, endometrial atrophy, and communication or fistula between the uterine cavity and the embolized intramural myoma after UAE (Figure 2) have been described in the literature. In our series of 127 women with hysteroscopy, performed 3–9 months post UAE, more than a third of patients had histologically verified tissue necrosis inside the uterine cavity. This alarming finding could help to explain the very high rate of early miscarriages in post-UAE women.

**Conclusion**

From the point of view of the gynecologist, UAE is a well established, minimally invasive, and safe alternative to surgical procedures like hysterectomy or myomectomy in women without further reproductive plans. Due to its reliable symptomatic effectiveness and high technical feasibility, UAE should be considered in symptomatic patients with higher surgical risk and in those who are poor candidates for a minimally invasive surgical procedure. In patients desiring pregnancy, it is strongly recommended to consider the impact of UAE on fertility as well as poorer reproductive outcomes of patients after UAE in all prospective or controlled trials published up-to-date. Only carefully selected and appropriately counselled patients in this age group should be considered for UAE.
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